You are inspiring and amazing!
Go conquer the world!

Check yo' privilege

Too much sexual assault!!

One person can make a difference when they have support from others around them

We ❤ CofC WGS!
- We can't stay silent
- Justice & equity involves everyone
- We can't wait around for other people to do the work for us
  → take action

Trans women are leading the change towards peace

It's about staying with the fight

Audrey
WHAT A BEAUTIFUL EVENT!

Show up in uncomfortable situations

Health care for incarcerated women - history of forced sterilizations - parenting in prison

Feminism is in motion at the College of Charleston! Proud to be a product of the WGS program and to be a part of this awesome program!

Casey Devaun c/o '19

Police + low income communities of "concern" (?) from JFK to "tough on crime"
Social justice is integral to feminism.

Be you!

What does body positivity mean to you?
Existing & caring for yourself is a political act.

HIV is a fight for us all.

What is effective conversation?

Engage w/neighbors

Social justice

Guilt

Felt

Privilege as multi-faceted

Emotional, physical presence

Interrelated topics

Listening*

Place

Leaning into discomfort

Work

Place

Emotional labour
"Celebrate your power!"

"Fighting injustice can feel isolating, but you are never alone."

"Find activism that you might not have been looking for."

"Feminism in motion"
Women's Rights are Human Rights once and for all!

The day we stop believing is the day we accept defeat.

"Empower victims to see themselves as survivors."
-Kallie G.

Women move the world.

VOTE 🆙